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Best Practice -I (For the A.Y 2020-21) 

1. Title of the Practice. Coaching to VI Semeter BA/Bcom/Bsc Students for the 

PG Entrance Examination. and The Wall Journal DISHA.  

2. Objectives : To help students secure seats in PG. To bring out the innate ability and creativity of 

students and the staff. To equip students with latest knowledge. 

3. The Context. : a) The VI Semester Students found it difficult to appear for the PG Entrance 

Examinations for paucity of funds and Coaching Centre in Kodad. Even intelligent students failed to 

secure in the PG in spite of their best efforts. During that situation, all the Departments took up the task 

of offering free coaching to them. Their efforts bore fruit and the practice has been in continuation. 

1.To bring about the social and scientific awareness among students, during the days where there are no 

TVs or Computers, the institution started the Wall Journal DISHA, for the comprehensive development 

of students, by giving One point on Personality Development, One point on Language development, One 

point on Social awareness and the Last one enunciating the work of a great Scientist, Patriot, Poet or 

Writer. 

4. The Practice. The VI Semester students as soon as their Final Examinations are over come and begin 

attending the Summer Coaching meant for the PG Entrance Examination. Of late students from other 

institutions are also attending for their benefit. The Wall Journal is maintained from the reopening day 

to the last working day.  

5. Evidence of Success: 1.Our students secure as many as 20 to 30 PG seats in the neighbouring 

Universities every academic year. 2.Students take down the messages written on the Wall Journal for 

developing their general knowledge and language skills.  

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required. 1.The Highly Motivated Faculty Members are 

offering free coaching to students without any financial benefit. 2.The Wall Journal is maintained by all 

the departments month-wise, to overcome repetition and monotony  

7. Notes (optional) : 1. As the faculty members are the erstwhile students of this college, who secured 

PG seats and ranks in various universities: got selected as Lecturers in the same college: they are 

motivated to offer free coaching to the out going students for their University Education. It has become 

a tradition for other faculty members also to emulate. 

 



Best Practice-II  

1. Title: BUMPER OFFER QUESTION (Student Attention Enhancement Award) 
2.   Objectives: This bumper offer question objective is to enhance the student attention to the 

discourse. Student attention enhancement prize is an innovative program adopted by the 

institution to enhance the listen skills among the students. In order to answer the bumper offer 

question the students pay attention to the lecture given by the speaker.  

3. Context: Our institution, for a couple of years has been successfully organizing different 

Seminars, Extension Lectures and Guest Lectures by inviting eminent academicians. It is 

observed that the institution is able to get only the physical presence of the students and not 

their mental presence. 

4. The Practice: This program involves asking the question from the speech delivered by the 

invitee. A separate question is asked to both boys and girls. The first student who answers the 

question is given a cash Page 72/82 04-05-2022 01:32:09 Self Study Report of KRR 

GOVERNMENT ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE prize immediately on the same platform.  

5. Evidence of Success: Bumper Offer Question is a big success in this academic year. This has 

thoroughly increased the listening skills among the students. The invited Resource Person is also 

encouraged to see the students taking note of all the points he explains.  

6. Problems encountered and Resources Required: Whenever we conduct program with an 

eminent person the strength of the students is more, then it becomes difficult for us to identify the 

student who raised his hand first to answer the question. More number of Faculty or Technical 

Support is needed to identify the right student  

7. Notes (Optional): Bumper offer Question is a Big success This has thoroughly increased the 

listening skills among the students. The invited recourse person is also encouraged to see the 

student taking note of all the point he explains in his speech. 


